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Introduction
In June 2019, 130 media representatives attended our Driving
Impression event on roads east of Volvo Trucks global headquarters in
Gothenburg, Sweden.
The first day included presentations by Volvo Trucks’ sustainability and
technology experts, followed by 320 km of test driving on the second
day. The drive offered the media opportunities to evaluate four different
FH trucks powered by the 500 hp and 460 hp D13TC and the 500 hp
and 460 hp D13.
The main focus of the event was to communicate the excellent fuel
economy and driveability of the new I-Save package featuring the D13TC
engine with Turbo Compound technology and Long Haul Fuel Package.

I-Save gives a smooth
and efficient driving
experience.

Volvo Trucks’ messages
The overall attitude in the analysed stories is positive – and almost all
of them convey most of Volvo Trucks main messages to their readers.
These include:
• I-Save enables fuel savings of up to 7 percent
• The D13TC is Volvo Trucks most fuel-efficient engine ever
• The additional 300 Nm of torque translates into more power at
lower rpm
• The I-Save package is most suitable for long-haul operators 		
driving over 120,000 km per year
• I-Save gives a smooth and efficient driving experience
• Improved I-See features give even better hill climb capacity
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Here is a summary of the most notable comments
about I-Save and the D13TC.
“Every time a manufacturer promises a serious decrease in fuel
consumption, our natural skepticism shifts into gear in and we tend to
doubt and think it is just another marketing trick. However, turn your
skepticism off this time, because Volvo Trucks have put in some serious
effort and are definitely offering a more economic truck. Volvo I-Save
– well thought out improvements and well realized too. The result is a
tractor with very good dynamics on the road and based on everything
we saw, the expectations for it to offer some serious savings in terms
of fuel consumption are entirely realistic.
Kamioni Magazin, Bulgaria

”Volvo Trucks have put in some serious effort and are
definitely offering a more economic truck.”

“On the last segment we had the pleasure of driving the 500 TC. Here we
saw how the extra torque worked on the hills around Jönköping, and how
with cruise control we overtook a number of trucks. The 500 TC vehicle
was also equipped with Volvo’s Dual Clutch, which gives extremely fast
shifting that is virtually imperceptible in the vehicle.”
Anlegg & Transport, Norway
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“This is the ideal solution for long-haul operators. The Turbo Compound
is not an entirely new system. The Volvo Trucks engineers shared that
they have worked on similar projects in the past, but the new element
here is that they were aiming for increased torque, not just power. The
result of this additional torque is that the composition is able to run a
longer distance without shifting to a lower gear.”
ATT Magazine, Bulgaria

“It’s not enough that the new engine produces more torque, it is
important that this torque is now available at lower revs, and this is
especially evident in the 500 hp engine. While earlier the maximum
torque shelf began at 980 rpm, it’s now available at 900 rpm. The
maximum power is also achieved at lower RPMs.”
Autocenter, Ukraine

”The best of it all is not
the force that these
trucks develop but
the way in which they
transmit it to us.”

“On inclines, the turbo-compound diesel has enough bite and is very
strong. If the I-Shift has to shift, the dual-clutch gearbox will help it
do so quickly and without noticeable interruption in power flow. The
mechanical auxiliary drive of the crankshaft makes the TC engines
sound a bit rougher and more robust than the counterpart without this
technology. Thanks to the overall low rpms, the sound in the cab remains
as quiet as usual, and the fuel consumption will hopefully be as low as
Volvo promises.”
Baufahrzeuge, Germany

“The model that really impressed us was the FH 500 Turbo Compound
with its jaw-dropping 2,800 Nm of maximum torque. And the best of it
all is not the force that these trucks develop but the way in which they
transmit it to us. The additional torque is delivered at low rpm, meaning
that we are now behind the wheel of a Volvo FH that is operating at
lower rpm than before. This sets the trend for the 380 kilometres of
the test route; improved performance with the engine always running
at lower rpm resulting in the benefit of greater efficiency and reduced
pollutant emission levels.”
Encamion, Spain

“At the wheel, you feel nothing except for the even more massive
torque. The mighty D13TC and its 2,800 Nm approaches 900 rpm, and
unexpectedly pulls the load loose from the yard. The sheer dimensions of
the 40-tonne truck, its mass – all this quickly becomes a minor matter in
the driver’s cab, which provides comfortable travel over bumps.”
Fehrnfahrer, Germany
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“The high torque values of the I-Save models can therefore have
fundamentally different effects in practice. With the direct gearbox, long
axle and basic equipment, the FH 460 quickly becomes a relaxed glider.
In the 500 hp setting coupled with the ultra-fast dual-clutch gearbox,
the I-Save makes for a true performance truck.”
Fehrnfahrer, Germany

“The increase in torque from the turbo-compound engine was clearly
noticeable, especially in the low engine speed range, during acceleration
and on hills. As an additional highlight, Volvo also equipped the 500
vehicles with dual-clutch gearbox, which means that gear shifting
takes place without any interruption of traction. Volvo Trucks is the only
manufacturer to offer this. This is an absolute highlight, especially on
topographically challenging stretches. Another is the electro-mechanical
steering called ”Dynamic Steering”, whose steering power amplification
characteristics can even be adjusted while driving.”
Traktuell, Germany

“The idyllic countryside environment on the shores of Lake Hjortviken
was the location chosen by the Swedish manufacturer to showcase
its FH range with the new integral solution that allows you to further
perfect the fuel consumption of your vehicles. Now, the 500 hp engine
develops 2,800 Nm at 900 rpm, whereas previously it needed to be
running at 1,000 rpm. During our test we were able to confirm how the
two engines provided a maximum increase in torque, dropping engine
speeds to well below those seen to date.”
Transporte3, Spain

“When pulling away, and also during acceleration and on hills along the
way, the engine makes a pleasant sound. There is a slight growl in the
engine noise, which actually proves to the driver that you’re driving with
more power. We felt it was a pleasant confirmation that we were taking
the D13TC on the road. The FH we’re driving has air suspension all
around, and that’s why it is possible to (automatically) lower the chassis
at speeds above 60 kmph. Reduces air resistance, so it saves fuel.“
TTM, The Netherlands

“For the trip back to Göteborg, we drive an FH with the D13TC with
460 hp. We hear that nice engine noise again here, and we observe that
it’s like driving a 16 litre engine in terms of engine character. That’s a
compliment to Volvo.”
TTM, The Netherlands
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“The semi-trailer with 40-tonne load only rises to 900 rpm when
climbing the Swedish highway incline. Considering the 460 hp
indicated on the type plate, it is remarkable, and an indication of the
recent enhancements made to the long-haul model of the Volvo FH. If
downshifting is unavailable, the tachometer’s needle will never move
past the 1,300 range. Despite this, it does not lose pace compared
to the leading counterpart without turbo-compound. The same
characteristics are apparent with the stronger 500 hp TC, which is
commanding and reaches the hilltop faster. Here, the optional dualclutch gearbox in the test vehicles enables lightning-fast gear shifting
 CONSULTANTA EVENIMENTE
TRANSPORT
PASAGERI
without
noticeable
power interruption.”

Verkehrs Rundshau, Germany
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“Although the benefits are not reflected in the dynamic qualities of the
truck, the new engine provides extra ”ammunition” in the form of the
I-See system, which now has more room for manoeuvre on undulating
stretches of road. The 300 Nm torque and the gear shifting strategy has
been improved, not only due to the software used, but also due to the
engine that can easily handle upshifting at lower engine speeds”.
Ziua Cargo, Romania

”The D13TC is like driving a 16 litre engine in terms
of engine character.”
Acasă
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advantage offered by the turbo-compound system.

“In order to be able to work as long as possible in direct-shift eleventh
gear, the control software downshifts as early as the foot of a relatively
harmless gradient and makes the six-cylinder work at an unnecessarily
high engine speed.”
Verkehrs Rundshau, Germany

https://www.ziuacargo.ro/articole/noul-volvo-fh-i-save-pentru-inca-7-159119.html/[2019-09-11 09:36:30]
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About the updated I-See
Here are the most notable comments about the
updated I-See features:
“First we drove with the standard engine and got to experience several
of the advantages of I-See. This included experiencing how another
colleague, who drove a few hundred metres ahead, with identical truck
and weight, but without I-See enabled, almost ”came to a standstill” on
an incline while we easily caught up. The vehicle prepares well, gaining
some extra speed before tackling inclines to avoid unnecessary gear
shifting.”
Anlegg & Transport, Norway

“I-Roll can be used to cover entire stretches sometimes without any
fuel consumption, while going downhill or on a flat stretch of road. This
is because of the extra torque due to the turbo compound. In practice,
the gas pedal is released very early and there is still enough momentum
to keep rolling even longer. It’s extraordinary to see that the fuel gauge
sometimes shows zero consumption for several minutes and sometimes
for several kilometres. At speeds above 60 kmph, the cabin lowers
somewhat to reduce air resistance. A-class tires provide lower rolling
resistance.”
Logistiek, The Netherlands

“During the test-drive, the predictive cruise control system I-See
repeatedly kicked in to save the day. It has become even more effective
now, as it adjusts the powertrain operation to a specific terrain taking
clues not only from GPS data, but also from electronic maps. This
increases its accuracy, which, again, improves fuel efficiency. The I-Roll
function did not go unnoticed either, as it automatically switches the
gearbox to neutral, which allows efficient use of coasting. In practice,
it often activated before ascents, allowing the tractor to coast at lowest
revs possible.”
Autocenter, Ukraine

“Another part of I-Save greatly contributes to this the ideal solution for
long-haul operators – the updated and improved I-See system, which
analyses and adapts to the topography, and includes gearshift software,
specifically designed for long-distance haulage.”
ATT Magazine, Bulgaria
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About Lane Keeping Aid/
Volvo Dynamic Steering
There were also some positive remarks about the
Lane Keeping Aid and Volvo Dynamic Steering:
“The key term is ”helps”, because the driver remains ”in control”, only
receiving gentle corrective pulses through the steering wheel. The
actions of the system can only be detected in certain situations and, if
not aware that the system even exists, one could think that there are
problems with the steering or the undercarriage... In any case, Lane
Keeping Assist is helpful and, together with VDS (Volvo Dynamic
Steering), provides a fantastic level of comfort during steering”.
Ziua Cargo, Romania

Finally, a little reminder of how the importance of
ensuring that every moment is taken care of:

”Finally something
different.”

“Göteborg Landvetter airport may not be large, but it does always have
a surprise. Not for the first time, we see a life-size Volvo FH standing
in the arrival hall, this time complete with I-Save. A nice gesture by
Volvo to show us all the new features as soon as we arrive, and a great
opportunity to show the world all about what Volvo represents.”
TTM, The Netherlands

